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Bodge Number 5
BARNEY’S BREAD REVIEW
CHAPATTI HHHHH
The Gold Standard of bread. None of
the poncey pretension of the naan, this
is straight to the point utilitarian bread.
Even the mere mention of a chapatti has
my tail wagging.
CRUMPET HHHHH
Anyone who has anything bad to say
about the simple crumpet is nothing
more than a contrarian. Throw it in the
magic metal box and get it covered in
rancid bovine lactation asap.
SOURDOUGH TOAST HHHH
I’m forever indebted to the genius who
first looked at a piece of bread and said
“cook it again”. Sourdough beats shop
bought any day. I can taste the love my
owner put into it.
INJERA HHH
More holy bread. My refined palette could
tell this was far from the genuine article.
but I appreciate the effort mad here.

POPPADOM HHH
What it give in its crunch, it takes away
in its canine exclusion. I’m only allowed
the very plainest ones.
NAAN HH
Don’t be coming with your coriander,
coconut, deep fat dog exclusion naans.
Again I’m only allowed to partake of the
plain ones.
SHOP BOUGHT TOAST HH
Can take it or leave it. I’d like to see
more effort made really..
PITTA H
Wasted potential.. You have a whole
pocket of bread, the perfect vessel for
shredded animal caracass and offal,
yet you continually fill it with balls of
mashed up chickpeas..
TIGER LOAF H
All mammals understand irony. You
can’t fault the taste, but the feline
connotations make this one very hard to
swallow.
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Librarian’s
Corner

An interestingly coherent set of three Pilgrim
choices coincide this month - should we continue
to be surprised at these synchronicities?

Creatrix

The Good, The Bad And The Funny: de Arcano Nostrae
Sanctissimae Mirabilisque Trinitatis, by Adamai Philotunus

D

ualistic thinking presents us with a profound problem. The basic polarity of
Good/Bad is the driving force behind most human conﬂict, where a potentially
fertile opposition crystallises into enmity and the enemy becomes a “demon”,
totally evil and no longer qualiﬁed for human compassion or understanding. This is
widely recognised, and the traditional response is a “call to unity” – either in the form
of a return to common basics, or an advance towards an higher synthesis.
This book presents a different approach. It argues that unity, even in the form of a
higher synthesis, is in essence a backward step that sacriﬁces the potential energy
of duality for the peace and stasis of unity. What is really needed is a move forward:
from dualistic to trinitarian thinking. This approach is literally a “solution”. It is to
seek a “third principle”, an analog of Mercury or the “Universal Solvent” that transforms a polarised and frozen duality into a ﬂowing and dynamic trinity. Pure conﬂict
becomes transformed into a dance, or game. It is to ask the question “how differently would we see this situation if we had been brought up in a theology of God, Devil and Trickster (The Good
The Bad The Funny)?”
The idea is explored in depth, as a philosophy, as a psychology, as a practical way to heal the divisions in society
and in our selves. The book provides practical suggestions for further work, including an entire revolutionary magical system based on a trinitarian instead of the traditional fourfold model.

Dancing Gardner

The Four Agreements: A
practical guide to personal
freedom, by Don Miguel
Ruiz

I

n The Four Agreements, author don
Miguel Ruiz reveals the source of selflimiting beliefs that rob us of joy and
create needless suffering.
Based on what Ruiz refers to as ‘Ancient
Toltec wisdom’, The Four Agreements
offer a powerful code of conduct that can
rapidly transform our lives to a new experience of freedom, true happiness,
and love.
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Dau 23

The Idea Of The World, by Bernardo Kastrup

T

his book makes a rigorous case for the primacy of mind in nature,
from philosophy to neuroscience, psychology and physics. The
Idea of the World offers a grounded alternative to the frenzy of
unrestrained abstractions and unexamined assumptions in philosophy
and science today.
This book examines what can be learned about the nature of reality
based on conceptual parsimony, straightforward logic and empirical evidence from ﬁelds as diverse as physics and neuroscience. It compiles an
overarching case for idealism - the notion that reality is essentially mental - from ten original articles the author has previously published in leading academic journals.
The case begins with an exposition of the logical fallacies and internal
contradictions of the reigning physicalist ontology and its popular alternatives, such as bottom-up panpsychism. It then advances a compelling
formulation of idealism that elegantly
makes sense of - and reconciles classical and quantum worlds. The
main objections to idealism are systematically refuted and empirical evidence is reviewed that corroborates
the formulation presented here.
The book closes with an analysis of the
hidden psychological motivations behind mainstream physicalism and the
implications of idealism for the way we
relate to the world.

It was the year we
finally
immanentised the eschaton
in the spirit of precision Discordians
Gnothings happening here
just us
a Super Individual driving a bus
through the Noosphere
under the mountains
that flow around the labyrinth of time
out of our minds
feeling fine
sleeping under black stars
dreaming together
the end of stories straight line
as per the nature of our age
Eris will now be free to attend
any and all parties till the end
it was declared by a Sage
With Onion and Others
developing travellers bunions
and lovers
Seekers of something
impossibly undefined
why was not the question
how in many ways
a tarot pack of natural mages
cast a meandering spell of ages
on themselves
three twenty threes
of degrees of situation
spreading like dandy lions
high on the wind
of an immanent fermentation
from the pool of life
to the west country
an ancient cock was raised
then carried over Melusine's sea
through Korrigan ranges
to North West Italy
we left a singing tree
with the Damanhurian
temple of humanity
gifting them the knowledge
that they are not so strange
we are here
functionally deranged
burning our bullion
beating the bounds
of heaven of earth
for a goddess that knows
she does not exist
to dance above the void
and birth
an idea clear as mist
like Merlins cry
over Lake Lucerne
a gust of wind can confirm
Jung's dream of bliss
in sixty nine minds of mirth
planting the dreaming Tree of Tryst
this is the way we begin our journey
in someone else's dream
long ago in a time yet to be
a vision of Liverpool
hoisted from a Swiss see
a desire to heal
to be free
to learn and create
an anti-prophesy
no dogmas allowed
no future is bound
no fate is sealed
a gate in a field
once twisted open revealed
the importance of doubt
we have been corrupted completely
and not without casualty
we've expanded in all directions
and rebounded with reflections
not everyone's come back
we are wyrd family now

strangely entangled
Holy Chao to Holy Cow
preconceptions mangled
in expansive slack
with open hearts
together and apart
we are Art.
when our caravan returned
a group adjourned
with two Eyes Beholding the Storm
the Cook and the Runner
Night Chef and Drummer
the Glassy Dude
the Yoko
Reworking
Discerning
Laid Bricks and Made the Moment
furled about a well
encircled by a serpent
and set an idea beating
a logos fleeting
from pilgrim to orphan keeper
that old reverberating cry
a magnificent corpse we must not let die
time flies by
like a bird with a nest of shouting chicks
still we stick apart
in our separate togetherness
creatures of art
plotting to birth from the neverness
a Childe pulled out of the Styx
old stones delivered its heart
from the centre of CERN
a gift in kind from reality to the mind
confirmed with a loudly exclaimed
Fuck Me!
at the librarians behest
the serpent circle manifest
a synchronous simulacrum
the Lions gift to Nebenfluss des Lions
returned in form
complete at her feet
in twenty three weeks.
The Childe's heart
was carried through the winds
up, round and down Tor
five times widdershins
brought to the springs
by five 'grims
bathed in water
a fools fart
and other cunning things.
Schrodinger's Magickal Childe
gathered hearts and meanings
traditions leaning on visions dreaming
beneath a dark birthing cowl
the songs of owls
the rights of dragons
the desire of krones
for bardic time-lords
talking the language of stones
cathartic fnords
from gnostic gnomes
to atheist popes and dualist nopes
the transparent Childe grows
the undefined describe the changeling mind
of a tribe without time or borders
fostering death-mongers
of an order without orders
the transparent Childe knows
disease appears wearing a lipid crown
ring o'snotty noses
we all lockdown
determined not to drown
prepared to birth from home
with help from the other side of the glome
with rivers and stone
tales of bone
from giants that once roamed
a song from the first people to the last
its not ours but we are in it

the transparent Childe glows
anamnesis in transit
remembering to forget
believing in doubt
from whispering to shout
Wake Up
scrawling on floor and wall
what is normal?
we raise the swamp
monsters old and new
we praise and stomp
from mountain to hearth
and over the sea
the transparent Childe is due
together
i dream
you are travelling
a fine shimmering mist
scintillates close to the ground
you carry a branch in blossom
you drift ever deeper
into hazy earth
together
you dream
we meet
over dark water
under absent sky
holding handfuls
of half chewed grass
warm and moist
sticky to the touch
grotesque and precious
there is no land
only quiet water
and the long rickety jetty
on which we stand
exchanging our ruminations
the cuds we chew
in dreams and fantasy
feed the roots anew
that branch into temporal reality
a Magickal Childe is born
in the hours before dawn
we embrace its unsettling form
its dark illuminations
to mourn the flip-side of life
with the same irreverent joy we show
for the Goddess of strife
and synchronicity
love and chaos
entwined in infinity
tendrils of smoke
the cosmic liquidity
of a very serious joke
the punchline is on hiatus
till the Childe becomes folk
the fruit of the flower
that grew from a burnt rod
life continues
as one long weird breakfast
of dreams on toast
now we all host
our morphing orphan
not quite ghost
the question still persists
if we knew what it really was
would it still exist?
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Between The Crick and The Crack
There’s a crack
There’s a crick in our collective neck
From forever looking backwards
And I’m not one of them
From the rose-tinted blue remembered hills brigade
Banging on and on about the good-old-days
(SINGS) Those were the days, my friend
We thought they’d never end
Na, na, na, naaa…
(And while we’re at it does EVERY bloody thing
Have to spark a song round here…?)
Where was I? What’s the craic?
Oh yeah: there’s a crick, there’s a crack, there’s a lack, there’s a loss
St John’s Market, for example
The real one, not the jarg effort there now
A people’s palace
Heart of the community, culture, economy
Inexplicably removed via radical surgery
Dreams demolished to make way for the future
Pedestrian walkways in the pie, sorry, sky
Skyhigh pie.
Everybody knows
Planners did more damage than the Luftwaffe
And I know there’s no use
Crying over spilt buildings
But we’re haunted in this Ghost Town
By phantom architecture:
Central Station, The Sailor’s Home, Dooley’s Tower, The Davey Lew
Regrets? We’ve had a few…another one…?
Don’t mind if we do…
There’s a crick, there’s a click, there’s a clock, tock-tick
There’s a crock, but not o’ gold
Because you can never go back
Somewhere Ovey the rainbow
And when THAT penny drops
There’s a click, there’s a clack, there’s a crick
There’s a crack.
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Hare-Piece Pump
1980 (autumn) Glasgow School of Art. My pal Tony comes
in to the sculpture department and says “You’ve got to try
these! Magic mushrooms! They’re amazing! Scared me
shitless, I’ll never do it again… but you should try them.
My mate Big John came round last night. He picked them
at Craigton cemetery. I’d heard of mushrooms but thought
it was a load of shite like smoking banana skins. We took
them, nothing happened, then went for a pint, and the pub
turned inside out. Here…” And he hands me a bag with
some little withered stems of fungi. It’s about 10.30am
and I decide my original plans for the day can wait. Tony
says he’ll stay with me to check i am OK. I eat the
mushrooms and then go back
to my scribbling. After half
an hour or so, we decide
to go to the Art School
canteen for a coffee.
I start rambling on
to Tony, saying “Do I
seem any different?
Things feel a bit
different but I’m not
sure what I feel.” He
laughs and says I’m
behaving like someone
on speed. Things take on a
heightened glow and I say I
want to go out for a walk in the
city. Tony dutifully accompanies
me but after a while of me just
loving being out on this sunny day
looking at this new shiny Glasgow
through psilocybin eyes, he gets a
bit bored. I am obviously having a
great time and am fine so he abandons
his guard duty and buggers off home.
April 15th 2021, 4.30am in a freezing
Northumbrian field near Allendale. I am attempting
to peek around the edge of where folklore meets real
animals. I have a little dropper bottle of tincture. For
various reasons, it has taken me this long to reconnect
with the psilocybin world. But I want the experience of
this clear dawn to be more about meditating with the
Hares than about the drug experience although I want to
feel ‘other’ as well. As instructed by my ‘advisor’ I take a
couple of drops wait 45 minutes and when nothing feels
different I take three more. It’s now 5.45 and the intensity
and subtlety of the colours of the clear, brightening sky
suggest that I have achieved a gentle ‘other’. The sounds
of the circling curlews, two owls, and a drumming snipe
give the daylight a plaintive and beautiful fanfare. It is
freezing cold and there is an amazing, diamond frost on
the ground. Then just as the sun is emerging over the
hill, two fields away I spot two Hares looking splendid…
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then a third. I am treated to a wee breakfast party with
some running, standing up and pumping foreleg action
from Hare 3. I return to the lower field and tuck myself
against the drystone wall and through binoculars silently
offer my hellos to Hares 4,5 and 6 who greet each other
and amble off. I am convinced Hares 7 and 8 are going
to get it on but then they suddenly and purposefully head
off in different directions. I stay still, watching, and in
my head I am silently asking Hare 8 for any
wisdom she has to offer this seeker. She,
I have presumed the gender, offers me the
phrase, “Here for a bit then we’re gone.” I
then realise that my solo theatre show will
combine the Hare with a previous idea about
approaching my own mortality by cycling
to Shetland to build my own coffin… and
I now have a working title: Hare For a Bit.
The morning sun is starting to bring
Hare
some warmth to the air as Hare 9
for a
and Hare 10 enter the scene. Hare
Bit
10 then comes closer and closer.
I keep as still as I can tucked in
the shadow of the wall. Hare
10 is now about 20 feet away,
nibbling furiously right at
the spot where I had a piss
about 30 minutes earlier. I am
reminded of stories of reindeer
eating the hallocinogenic urine
of Inuit Shamen. then Hare 10
comes less than 10 feet away. I
am very excited but manage to
remain still. As slowly as I can,
I Iower my binoculars. the Hare
suddenly starts and stares
right at me, surprised. I expect it
to scarper at speed but it casually
hops a few feet away. I get a glorious
view of the ever-changing, rotating,
feather-like ears. Over the last ten
months or so, I have been studying
images and stories of Hares, but it
feels like a long time spent in online-flirting whereas this
morning is like a serious very successful first actual date.
Hare 11’s hind quarters gives it a cuddly, podgy look but
when it too is startled by my presence it springs to a
new standing position. A transformation to a muscular
looking athlete, ready to run and jump heroically. I start to
appreciate Hare’s shapeshifting properties.
Hare 12 is in the distance but gives me a wave of
acknowledgement. As I go to leave the field to return to
Newcastle I bid farewell and get him to tell the others i
will be back soon.
Illustration: Honor C Appleton
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What a Beltane we had!
It’s the time of the great burgeoning, when buds become leaves
in a two-week unfurling miracle. Blossom is everywhere, sap is
rising, love is in the air. Beltane is a festival of light, joy, beauty
and wonder. It’s a time when the veil is thin between humans and
the world of nature spirits and faeries. Magic abounds… We were
determined to celebrate it to the full.

Mabon’s Point we heard how Mabon overcame the forces of
darkness (the Savage Boar and the Chief Giant), thereby releasing
Olwen, the Spirit of Spring. Further up river we gathered in the
dark around Modron with, by now, four or five flares. Prayers
were made, offerings given and a Goddess song sung.
Gathered by the Faerie Queen

In Cymric myth Beltane Eve is a potent date. Many are the stories
where something extraordinary happens on that very night: the
dragon’s scream that sent everyone mad; the birth of Pryderi, with
the pony and the claw; the naming of the bard Taliesin after he
was cut from the bag on the banks of the Dyfi River…
So on Beltane Eve we gathered round the fire by the Treehouse
and the tales were told: of ancient plagues and grappling dragons;
of the quest for inspiration from The Fort of Fiery Higher Powers;
of stirring of the brew and the chase of transformation. We heard
Taliesin’s poetry, Merlin’s Prophecy and a beautiful song in Welsh.
Here is a scene of that night’s enchantment.

Photo by Francis Parry-Roberts

Photo by Tom Severn

On Beltane itself, May 1st, we gathered mid-afternoon, thirty or
forty of us, neighbours and friends, many wearing garlands of
spring flowers in their hair. We started with a couple of traditional
Welsh circle dances and got into them with gusto. There was lots
of stepping and skipping, swinging and swapping. And laughter. It
was great fun.

Our final shrine was at the pool of the Magickal Childe. Suddenly there
s/he was, sitting on the moss over a spring that comes from under a
great boulder. After a thumbnail sketch of the Childe’s story s/he was
rocked in a mother’s arms and sung a beautiful Welsh lullaby.
The whole experience was, as someone later said, ‘lush’!

Afterwards we heard wise words from Glennie Kindred about the
Beltane time and traditions. Then followed a wondrous parade of
song, improvised performance and prayer. After a couple of hours
we were ready to eat. Everyone had brought a pot-luck dish and
miraculously a feast appeared on the long table in the barn. A big
pot of nettle and ramson soup was especially popular.
As dusk fell we set off from the Roundhouse fire on a torchlit
procession into the woods. We began at the Faerie Queen by the
river and heard a telling of the story of Blodeuedd, the Flower
Maiden. In the Faery Circle we had a sweet song, some ‘love
potion’ was passed around and Jack led us in a game of reciprocal
trust with 30 people sitting on each other’s laps. Upstream by

Photo by Tom Severn
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Shamanic Journey. 20 minutes, with drums, 13th May 2021
Intention: Dismemberment

Then reconstruction begins.

Horse is at my axis mundi when I arrive. We begin our
descent. I step straight out of my Middle World self. The
transition is fast and absolute. Walking beneath a fall of
icy water, I tilt my head and let the water flood my brain.
This washes away any residual notion of my Middle World
self. I sense a strengthening in my ability to transform.
Some threshold has been crossed.

In his hand my skull appears. It is made of clear crystal
quartz, a green glow emanating from within. The skull is
placed at the correct position on the ground. Next, my
skeleton is remade from the leg-bones up. I’m entirely
absorbed by the generating bone. Bright, strong and solid,
a new frame on which to hang my being.

I emerge into darkness with my intention
firmly held. Immediately, I’m aware of
the presence of an other. Male.
Impassive. I’m briefly scanned,
like
my
psycho-spiritual
ticket is being checked.
Acknowledgement comes
that passage will be
granted. I’m instructed to
lay on the ground.

Incorporated into my regenerated spine is the
pyrite, gifted to me by F. My ribcage rebuild
is fascinating, like a stop-motion
movie. As the process progresses
I feel embodied once again. I
wonder, Will I need anything
additional? Instantly the
shaman-healer manifests a
fist-full of charcoal sticks.
He thrusts these into my
emerging belly.
My bound heart had
been pierced with long
thorns and hung in a
tree. It is now retrieved,
released and breathed
back into life. My teacher
fingers the holes so that I
see them. These will remain.
Marks of assignment. Wounds
that never heal.

I am surrounded by
presence,
although
I’m aware only of one.
Without ceremony, my
ribs are smashed and my
ribcage torn apart. I attend
to my heart, but am aware
that I’m rushing, trying to
anticipate his work. Surrender.
Let go of identification with the
body. Become the witness.
Shattered ribs are thrown into darkness.
I perceive their retrieval and consumption by
creatures unseen. Next the legs are flayed. Large lumps
of flesh are pulled from bone and discarded. Bones are
then smashed and ligaments torn. I become fascinated
with the dismembered form. Soon everything from the
diaphragm down is gone. The lower spine is exposed. It
looks worn and brittle. The vertebrae are cast aside. Then
arms are removed. Head and upper spine remain. Chest
organs lay amongst jagged ruins.
Next the head is torn off and thrown into a pot. I wonder
what will happen to my lungs? For a moment I lose
consciousness and see the lungs – and other organ meat
- in a clear plastic bag. They are being presented to CFW,
who looks delighted to receive them. I’ve momentarily
slipped into the Middle World. I note this, then return my
focus to the site of the undoing. Only now does the spiritancestor lift up the heart. It is bound with purple vine.
Everything stops.
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I scan my body to see if the process is
complete and realise that I have no eyes!
The magician places one cold, inanimate sphere
into my left socket. It instantly becomes flesh. And the
right eye? He almost smiles. Of course! The eye blinded
in childhood. That accident. The pencil carefully removed
by my mother. And this memory summons her. Here she
is, standing at my feet. Young, exotic-looking and dressed
in ceremonial wear. My father is here, standing at my
head, similarly attired. Behind them, my ancestors stand
in line – thousands of them, stretching out far beyond
perception.
My thinking turns toward my Middle World self and her
cultural context. I sense there are gifts that are hidden,
unvalued by human-as-separate-from-planet politics. I’m
aware of the imbalance of energies that needs to be
corrected. And of healing work to be undertaken.
These thoughts spark in my mind as the callback comes.
The Synergist

Solstice and the Sun Wheel
The word solstice means sun stands still. This
is what appears to happen when the sun
reaches the point in orbit when the angle
North Pole is at maximum tilt, this year at
3.32am on 21st June.
The date of Solstice can move between 20
– 23rd of June due to leap years, the gravitational
pull from the Moon and planets, as well as the slight
wobble in Earth’s rotation. This is the longest day and the
most direct angle of the sun and astronomically it is the start
of summer. Meteorologists say that it is the 1st of June.
In the UK 24th June is known as Midsummers Day. Some
say it is called this because farmers are halfway between
planting and harvesting so have time for celebration. Others
that the old English “mid” means “with” – as in midwife,
so now we are “with summer”, which makes more sense
as summer starts. It is the Christian feast day of John the
Baptist who announced the birth of Jesus at this time of year.
Interestingly, the in Pagan calendar Litha, the Goddess and
the Green man are expecting a child and celebrate in nature,
at a stone circle, wood henges or near an oak tree.
Litha means ‘gentle’ or ‘navigable’, the sun sets more
slowly giving time to heat up the land and sea meaning
warmer days for July and August. Like Beltane and Samhain,
ghosts, goblins, and fairies as come out the “veil between
worlds” is thin. Spirits of all kinds are said to roam the
countryside granting wishes. A good time to take stock of
how your year is unfolding, (a tarot? I Ching?) make changes
if you need to.
Monuments around the world recognise and mark the
course of the sun. This sun wheel is nearly ten feet in
diameter is one of 24 attached to the sun temple of Konorak.
The temple represents the divine chariot that caries the
sun god Surya across the heavens from dawn to dawn – it is
carved in sandstone and made 1238 -64 C.E., India.

The rayed spokes of solar wheels often divide
the cosmic whole into measures of time
or space, the solstices, equinoxes, the four
seasons, phases of the moon or even the 12
phases of the Zodiac. In Buddhism the Wheel
of Life portrays rebirth as the succession of
different states of existence.
Sun Wheel Collage
• Alone or with friends make some decisions – place,
size, materials, whether you are going to divide onto four,
symbolising equinox and solstice, or six, including the crossquarter pagan celebrations. Whether you want to make your
wheel temporary, take a photograph then brush away. This
would reinforce meditations time, the time when the suns
journey across the sky starts to become shorter.
• Gather your materials, perhaps from nature or from the
recycling.
• Start quietly, face the sun with your eyes closed. Let the
light seep through your eyelids and go inside. Picture in
your mind the sun’s journey across the sky. Earth’s journey
around the sun. Allow this to sink inside.
• Work meditatively. Mark your circle and divide it up as
the wheel.
• Decorate as you like. You will instinctively know when it
is finished. Give thanks to whoever and whatever you want.
Stonehenge was built around 3000 BC, and is one of the
wonders of the world. On the summer solstice the central
Altar stone aligns with the Heel stone, the Slaughter stone,
and the rising sun to the north east. The National Trust will
broadcast this live.
To quote C.J. Stone “You see: the party doesn’t happen at
Stonehenge any more. It happens everywhere else.”
From The Last of the Hippies
See ukrockfestivals.com
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Magic Words
I’m not your dungeon master

New imaginings

So far in this column I’ve talked about how magic
is real and it works, but it doesn’t always work the
way you expect it to. I’ve talked about how invisible
discorporate entities, who for want of a better word
I’ve called Spirits, seem to exist independently of any
definitions we might try to pin on them, but who we
can interact with on terms of mutual respect. And I’ve
loosely floated a notion of improvised, dogma-free,
high-spirited wizardry I’ve rashly named Gonzo Magic.

Eventually I realised that while inventing your own
systems and rules was fun, when actually playing
the game it worked best if these were as simple and
minimal as possible. The real engine of the game
is, and always was, your collective imagination.
The only other essential is dice, for the element of
chance (and arguably even these can be discarded
eventually).

What I haven’t done is give you any actual spells to
use, rituals to attempt or even a theoretical framework
to operate within. This is quite deliberate. See, I think
of magic as being a bit like role-playing games; not
actually like a game, but like the whole idea of RPGs.
Let me explain.

Pencils, paper, maps and reference books may be
helpful depending on the nature of the game, and
metal figures etc. are fun visual aides. But really it’s
about a group of people interacting in an imaginary
space, and the more you can keep that natural flow
going, without interruptions to refer to “the rules”,
the better.

Change the rules

Roll your own

When I was a kid, attracted by ads in my favourite comics,
plus TV shows that warned me I’d be selling my soul to
Satan, I pestered my parents to buy me Basic Dungeons
& Dragons for Christmas. I was ten years old, and there
was a lot of information to take in and many complicated
rules to get my head around. Eventually however I got
the hang of it: it was a system, and it worked.

Magic is the same. There are many systems and
they all work. When you’re starting out, familiarising
yourself with one of these and using it is the easiest
way to get results. Trying out several different systems
gives you more of an idea of what’s necessary and
what’s possible. But once you understand the basic
principles there’s nothing to stop you creating your
own system, tailored to your own needs, desires and
circumstances.

I moved on to Advanced D&D, and then to other RPG
systems like Runequest or Call Of Cthulhu. I saw what
they had in common that allowed them to work, and
what you could do differently: how the rules could
be changed and adapted, or new ones invented, to
better serve the game-world you were creating and
the kinds of adventures you wanted to experience.
It turned out that the basic underlying premise,
the essential scaffolding you need for an RPG to
function, is pretty minimal; and that once that’s in
place you can add on just about anything you want.
Soon I was devising my own RPGs, like Eckythump,
a classic game of sausages and sorcery set in mythic
Yorkshire. I borrowed the elements I liked, or that
were useful, from existing games, discarded those
I didn’t need, and made up the rest on my own.
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Just like an RPG, the essential elements are
imagination, carefully channelled, and a way for
the random element to come through. The wands,
candles, robes and daggers are all just props to help
you visualise what you’re doing and increase your
emotional involvement. They’re fun to use and might
make things easier, but if they start to seem like
clutter, sweep them away.
Existing systems are effective and worthwhile and
are created by people who know what they’re doing.
But there’s nothing to stop you making up your own
instead. Why not give it a go?
The Door
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Is it Time to Take a Bow Yet?
The Procrastinator

The lights remained muted; instruments un-played
Everyone ensconced in an urban hideaway
Alone in the dark
The theatre kids have got things well in hand…
They drive for Amazon
Musos built a TikTok brand for attention seeking denizens
In the streets beat poets are dreaming of a show
The metaphors are ready, refrains are good to go
Playwrights dictate dialogue directly to their phones
All going through the motions in a world with no furlough
Lovers cry and all the children scream
For nourishment deep in our souls
And a hearty dose of self-esteem
After hazy days living on the dole
It’s time to chart a destination, and turn back up the lights
To where culture holds us steady; helps us re-unite
An army of artists with something to prove
The city is stirring, its darkness removed
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To tie in with Dan’s Learning to Draw Trees
I have decided to share a bit of my book.
It has no title as yet.
It is the journey of growing an Ogham
woodland though. Something I embarked
on unknowingly at first 22 years ago when I
bought a Rowan tree, a tree associated with
protection and the Goddess energy
amongst other things in the
Celtic Ogham. I used it as
part of a spell weaving to
protect my shop in the
years to come. Within
three years I had
decided to grow the full
Ogham as a magical
journey and connection
to Divinity. The Ogham
is the Celtic tree language,
used for divination, meditation,
communication and personal growth.
Trees are different from other plants; they
need patience. Some at Airy Fairy have
needed us to break through concrete to
give them opportunity to be in the ground.
As really, we are not working in an ideal
location, we do have to think how to
achieve the best situation. Others need a
tree surgeon once in a while to help them
remain in harmony with the neighbours,
people neighbours and tree neighbours. All
these trees have grown at different rates,
arrived at different times and provided
different things. Some grow us food,
some offer shelter from the rain and sun
for customers in the garden, whilst others
of a spikey nature help keep uninvited
people out of the garden – nobody wants
to take on a Gorse behind a wall! Still
others offer a beautiful and architectural
enclosure to help us forget we are just a
small patch of land enclosed by
terraced housing, shops and
old brick-built buildings
where trades people
work. They all provide
different insight into
the nature of ourselves
if we care to think of
them in that way and
they all have their own
part to play in the memory
of what has happened in
the space. When I decided to
grow the woodland it was a notion of a
fledgling witch, a desire to get to know
trees, to invite these trees to make it their
home. I felt an undeniable draw because
the trees felt like a tangible connection
to our ancestors, trees, hills, rocks – they
18

were all around all that
time ago and through
them we have a direct
connection to our
ancestors.
Hawthorn arrived in the
garden in 2004, it arrived
most likely in a bird poo as
there are no trees or hedges local
enough for it to arrive by other ways,
unless it came in the top soil myself and Tim
Holmes hauled from Thorpe Hesley in 2002,
all 80 bags, two van loads of it, stratification
of seeds could take that time…
Hawthorn is one of the five trees which
are assigned as Goddess trees; the other
15 of the Ogham all have association with
Gods and the masculine energy.
In my book I try to draw on stories from
the garden that are either about the
individual trees or a story that holds the
wisdom and meaning of the tree. Here is
an entry for Hawthorn made last year.

topsoil from t’other side
of Sheffield marked
the beginning of the
Ogham woodland. The
trip was done in Jamie
Headcharge’s van, the
van we had used for
many of our free parties
back in the day before
Airy Fairy was even a twinkle
in my eye. This garden is a living
representation of community, not just
like minded people but people who came
together because they shared different
aspects of the same space, just like the
wombles doing their thing. It is a magical
and humbling thing that people wanted to
contribute to the space they are using and
make it a better place for everyone, and in
true Womble style we spent little and made
good use of the things that we found.
This year, even during in the pandemic
is no different. During lock down, Eliza,

July
2020
Hawthorn,
cleansing,
preparation for growth, protection.
Wombling Day. Since the early days,
even before the Ogham woodland had
been thought of and the back of the
garden was still begging to be helped to
become more diverse and part of the
Airy Fairy family instead of a dumping
ground for the builder over the wall to
throw old carpets, it became evident that
help was going to be needed to achieve
the transformation. By the following year
I realised that this would need to be an
ongoing thing. The day each year, usually
in spring when the “May” blooms; a day
where the community of people who use
Airy Fairy donated their time to enjoy a day
together making the community
space
something
they
connected with; Womble
in the garden was born.
A day to help out, clean
up and give Britannia a
hand. Over the years we
have had so much help
from many different
people in the community,
cafe regulars, groups who
used the meeting room that
became the temple, friends who
helped with parties in the early years and
even staff and family. Mummy Burrows
would always cook a big cake, we would
have free drinks, beer and wine, soup
or a BBQ and have a team of helpers.
Back in 2002 when Tim and I hauled the

friend and member of staff c2001-2004,
kindly came and watered the garden.
As we exited lockdown the garden was
bursting with life and desperately needing
serious grooming like most of us, and
as we all made appointments at the
hairdressers a socially distanced Womble
was arranged and this year, we even had
a project manager. Aitch, good friend,
artist and felt- workshop teacher came
down so that it freed me to be able to just
concentrate on painting the wall, it was a
really Zen thing. I also stupidly got burnt!
But oh yes, the wall! I had to get Zen about
the wall for my sanity.
My contribution to Bodge this month is
dedicated to Tim Holmes aka The Buddhist
Punk. Fucking Phenomenal Friend for 23
years and who turned 50, with style and
grace and whatever else they get up to
later, on 12th May 2021.

a collection of stories

heard

at The Florrie, Super Weird Happening, Fools Day 2017.

Will you share a super/ weird story
from your life?
Weirdest
thing
that’s
happened to me that
comes to mind is
actually…
I’d
been
meditating. I wasn’t
on drugs, been
meditating,
and
someone
had
been talking about
how anyone you
meet could be the
Buddha. And I’d
been thinking about
that a lot, thinking
about how anyone
could be the Buddha,
and I was walking over
Richmond Bridge in London.
I was thinking ‘yeah, could be
anyone, literally anyone’, and I was
looking at the people walking towards me.
This tramp was walking up towards me, and I kinda
started to notice him, and he walked up to me, and
as he came level to me, he looked at me and he went
“That’s right, could be anyone, could be anyone”.
I had this… my head just… I went ‘wah!’… I just
like… my head exploded! I was like ‘fucking hell’
and I turned to go ‘wah the fuck’ – and he’d gone
– he was not there. I was absolutely 100% straight,
wasn’t on drugs at all. I’d been meditating. I swear
that guy he looked at me with eyes… I can still
remember them… he said ‘yeah, could be anyone’
and it just popped something in my head. So you
just don’t know who you meet, who they might be,
you know.
How did it change you/ what did you learn?
Try not to judge anybody, simple as. Treat each other
as you want to be treated. See what you want to see in
yourself in other people.

Will you share a super/ weird story
from your life?
So back in the kinda early
’90s I used to work at
the Hacienda night club
in Manchester and
at the time, before
Ecstasy really took
off, everybody did
acid. It was only two
quid a go so you
could have a whole
night out on a fiver
basically.
So, one night,
we’d had acid, and I
used to live in the centre
of town, and on the way
back from the Hacienda,
all tripping, we decided it’d
be a really good idea to break
into Coronation Street, which
we did. We went shopping in Alf’s
shop, as it was at the time, and found out
they didn’t have an upstairs, the stairs ended, and we
nicked the Rovers Return sign and a shopping basket
full of fake shopping and brought that back to the flat
where everyone was partying. I had the Rovers Return
sign in my flat, somebody nicked it obviously at some
point, ’cos I haven’t got it now, would have been worth
some money but then I couldn’t actually have owned
up to how I got it in the first place because it was in
fact stealing.
How did it change you/ what did you learn?
Well, I think just taking acid in general, you just
experience mad, crazy shit so us doing that didn’t seem
dangerous or wrong in any way.
So feeling free I suppose off the back of that. And
then having stories to tell afterwards. And waking
up the next day and pissing yourself for about four
hours as you’re staring at the Rovers Return sign and
the shopping basket.
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Bob’s your Auntie - No problem too weird
Love in a time of Coronavirus

I was a little lost with where to go (aren’t we
all a little lost right now) and so I looked to
my favourite tarot deck for some guidance:
Past – 8 of coins reversed
Empty ambitions. Vanity. Misuse of efforts
and intellect. Intrigues. Disgust for hard
work. Failure. Unreliability
Present – The Hermit upright
Seek isolation; contemplate the situation
without distraction. Caution is advisable.
Meditation, study and contemplation will
reveal new potential.
Future – Knight of Cups upright
Romantic dreamer. Joy and sensuality.
Artistic refinement. An invitation. Passion
and romance. Ability to give to others and
create enthusiasm.
A time of slovenly evil overlords with no clear
intent or desire to protect leads to the need
for humans to isolate which gives them time
to reassess and prioritise in time to take up
the Prince of Cups invitation to love radically
and spread the seeds of creative, loving
change.
Deck is Karma Music Tarot, you will find it if
you seek it…
Dearest Auntie Bob,
The return of the hug. What type of grip are
we allowed to use and what would be
considered the appropriate length of time? I’m
presuming a Tory promoted hug would not be
as long as an awkwardly long hippie hug. But
how will this be policed?
Cwtching Carefully

People in the UK have had a taste of extreme
personal space which I believe for some has
been an unexpected gift of the pandemic.
With that in mind all good hugging should
start with consent, consent is sexy!
I thought long and hard about this and
considered “Can I have a hug?” to be a little
needy and so landed on the solid “Would you
like a hug?” as a good opener, this could be
followed with a cheeky “are you sure?” if
answered in the negative, sometimes we need
a little while to think about it. No means no.
If someone pulls away let them go if they lean
in, savour every moment. Fuck the system,
police yourself, true anarchy is knowing
about what acceptable behaviour is. Be kind,
be aware, spread the love not the virus.
Alright Auntie Bob,
What about mask wearing? Now people are
being vaccinated and lockdown restrictions
are easing how would you approach wearing
one going forward?
Facing Facts
Well deary, it’s been the case all along that
wearing a mask is an act of love for your
fellow citizens as it radically decreases the
risk of you infecting someone else. I for one
have been delighted not to be stricken down
with seasonal flu’s and bugs for the past year
and a half, the reduced infection from these
across our population is notable. Whilst I
know some people can’t wear masks for very
valid reasons I for one will continue wearing
one whilst in crowded indoor spaces like
supermarkets or event spaces. I have had
both vaccinations but am aware I could still
transmit the virus to others so will keep on
with the love for my fellow citizens. We have
got a lot to protest about right now and a
mask when paired with sunglasses and
leaving your phone at home makes for an
excellent government approved disguise to
protect your identity and others health during
direct action.
Remember Auntie Bob loves you and if you
are willing would be delighted to hear from
you: auntie_bob@outlook.com

The views of Auntie Bob should be taken with a pinch of salt as she comes from an
alternate reality which has differing dimensional parameters.
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Like a safe refuge for a Pilgrims’ mind;
Leaving all, what was left, so far far behind,
Countless things beyond which we can’t control;
Yet still remain the captains of our communal soul.
Our emblazoned wings still dare to fly;
Trusting in the birth of a new era, we can but try.
Fortified with courage for a world so small;
Whilst rising from ashes of the collective fall.
We speak, we make, in a kaleidoscope of ways
In honour of life and keep our spirits ablaze
To laugh, to love . . . make our bodies warmer;
Cast it to the world from the Speakers Corner.
Distance and masks together, they make us strong;
Never a day can be shorter, nor night be so long,
As new invisible waves break on our shore;
A million blessings keep guard at our door.
Now it’s time to be confident, it’s time to renew;
A new dawn of hope is about to break through.
Breathing in survival; breathing out freedom,
Beyond the horizon, our new Heaven has now come.
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Will Helm
Rightly’s
World of
Play

Dear Bodge Beings! Officially I’m taking a break this month as I’m
performing a turn at the Cockpit Theatre on the 23rd, when this publication
is released. I’ll return next month!
★

★

In the meantime why not take a short break from a particular regular
commitment of your own?
time you would have spent on
the
te
titu
bs
su
or
,
ak
bre
a
e
You could simply tak
venture of your choosing.
this commitment on a new ad

★

Observe how it makes you feel to take this break: do you miss fulfilling your
commitment? Are you relieved? What else emerges (or doesn’t!)?

★

Does this commitment seem to be something you do for joy and the things you live for,
or out of a sense of obligation? Are there adjustments you might like to make? Perhaps
you might even give this commitment a pass in future? Or you may be thrilled to return
to it.
★

Did you choose a new activity to do instead? If so, remember to
have fun with it! If not, make sure you enjoy your time off!

Ever your committed and curious captain, Will x
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The Story of Everything
‘The Story of Everything’ is planned as
a trilogy of documentaries that seek
to unite 5.000 years of mythology,
encompassing stories of gods and
nations together with the origins of
civilisations, drawing together a mosaic
of individual stories to form a singular
narrative.
The premiere for Part 1 was held on
17th April 2021 and took the form of
a sixty-minute film followed by a Q&A
session featuring Betsy Pool, who in
2009, chose to relocate her family from
Los Angeles to Northern Italy and in doing
so became the first American household
to settle in Damanhur.*
After five years as the Director
of Integrated Media Strategy for the
Damanhur community, Betsy co-founded
The Institute for the Mythology of
Humanity. The mission of the Institute
being the development of a core
narrative that would represent global
consciousness.
The Institute sought to develop ‘The
Story of Everything’ as a film based upon
the teachings of Oberto Airaudi (Falco
Tarassaco) and amongst many other
concepts, the film explores ‘Esoteric
Physics’; a school of thought that defines
how our ‘World of Form’ came into being.
It posits that our current state of existence
is referred to as ‘The Real’, a cosmic
plenum where all information exists in its
most pure form. This information – our
reality – is affected by greater powers
or Absolute Intelligences and is subject
to eight Absolute Laws. The creation of
individual Universes occurs when these
intelligences and laws collide.
In her introduction, Betsy Pool
acknowledges that the subject matter
may be ‘too far and broad’ for some
to comprehend, so she counters this
by asking her audience to consider her
explanation alongside science-fiction
stories from popular culture, such as
Star Wars.
The documentary begins with a
comprehensive explanation of each
of the eight Absolute Laws and how
each one exists in two states, either
unadulterated in its purest form or as a
derivative, whenever one law is combined
with another.
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So, beginning with ‘The Law of
Synchronicity’, this is described in its
most pure form, as a general reservoir of
events, created for and experienced by
humanity in our day-to-day lives. It is the
coming together of this principle with a
combination of the remaining laws that
serves up a selection of occurrences and
happenings for us, often in a meaningful
and structured way.
The second law is detailed as being the
‘Sole Atom’ which reassuringly has the
power to create entire universes, whilst
the third law relates to that of ‘Divinity’,
a unique essence, not to be confused
with the divine beings that are held up
and revered by our own religious cultures

but as a single Absolute Intelligence. It
is only when the Law of Divinity is in its
altered, derivative state, will it manifest
into our own World of Form.
The ‘Law of Geometric Essence’ at
its most basic, provides each universe
with order, but without form or physical
state. Yet once this is applied alongside
other laws, it maps out a territory in both
space and time into which each form can
inhabit.
Betty expands upon this by explaining
the function of ‘Rhythm Numbers’ which
provide everything within a universe with
its own unique, numerical address that
not only serves to define each form with
a physical presence but also pinpoints its
location within the defined boundaries of
space and time, relative to our universe.
Every Rhythm Number also provides
each form with a finite length of time for
its existence, although this concept does

seem to have been overlooked in relation
to Coldplay’s musical career.**
Linking back to the ‘Sole Atom’, Betty
highlights how the atom moves at
immeasurable speed, tracing each and
every Rhythm Number throughout each
and every Universe.
The fifth law of the ‘Time Matrix’ is
described in its original form as offering
both preservation and directional
elements. It not only ensures that
forms exist within their allotted timeline
for a pre-determined duration, but it
propels them along in harmony with their
surroundings. Changing this law to its
derivative state serves to maintain the
fundamental equilibrium between the
mass and energy of any given entity.
The ‘Fall of Neutral Events’ provides us
with Law number six and in its base form
it serves to harness all of the undirected,
unconnected happenings within each
universe. In conjunction with other laws,
its rules are fundamentally reworked to
provide these events with both meaning
and direction, as well as propelling each
happening towards an endpoint.
A hearty cheer for the ‘Law of Chaos’
which despite its lowly position of being
the seventh of only eight laws, provides
an ability for disparate universes to be
brought together when applied in its
most pure state. However, apply this law
in tandem with others and it will conjure
up a veritable stew of events, albeit
without direction, no doubt relying on the
‘Fall of Neutral Events’ for guidance.
Finally comes, ‘Complexity’ which
allows us, the physical beings that we
are, to enter this particular World of Form.
Change this law to its derivative state and
you are provided with direction towards
the finality of exiting this Universe.
Most reassuring!
Next month – Synchronic Lines
The SignMaker
*Betsy Pool splits her time between Damanhur, Italy and Graz,
Austria, where she is the co-director of Wake Up! Association for
the Advancement of Consciousness, a consulting organization
working with companies and individuals to address shifts
towards social and environmental sustainability.
Betsy also produces and hosts the YouTube series, Confessions
of a Time Monk, which features interviews with researchers and
scientists who work on the frontiers of human consciousness.
**Please note that this solely the opinion of the author and not
that of any person, society, group or entity hereby mentioned
in the article .

Eight Circuits – Circuit Four.
Social / Sexual Stages 10-12.
Here we go, onto the big one, last of the Reality goal: selection and maintenance
four terrestial circuits. Sets you up for of approved hive socio-sexual role.
death.
When I was seven (1958), my two eldest
The trap of normalisation/socialization sisters (20 yrs older than me) both got
to fit in with a regular 9-5, life in between married the same weekend, in different
lines, drawn a long time ago by those you churches, to different grooms, Same
don’t want to know. Leary says the first Reception Tent.
four circuits narrow the polymorphous Mama said: “Just dust the sausage rolls
infant into an ’adjusted adult.’ One who and put asprins in the flower water. ”
fits in with the current socio/political The main thing was Pa, my Godfather,
framework they’ve been educated into being a priest, took the ceremonies. They
by their local city/nation state.
stood in front of their earthly father to
Leary sings in Cosmic Trigger, The Play make vows to their Heavenly Father.
(order your copy from Hilaritas Press!): (They both remained married for over
50 years) and raised many children in
Drop to the floor for circuit four
America.
What turns you off and on
Socio-sexual the drive is perpetual
To get your freak on
But if you have a kink that you cannot mention
Say hello, my friend, to a life of repression.
We forget in this century, now
psychedelics are finally being accepted
– albeit only on a medical basis – how
terrified the authorities were by the
“hedonic revolution” of the 1960s. The
reaction was one of horror, hatred and
persecution – particularly towards Leary.
From WOW! Flowers in guns – to WAR on
drugs. Poet Allen Ginsberg describes the
situation succinctly in Howl (1957) This
planet is “an Armed Madhouse.”

It had a profound effect on me. I just
missed this normal career path for a
female. I was a child of the 60s. We
had the pill! We did not have to have
children. We did not yet have AIDS. We
had LSD. It was a wonderful time to be
young and free, as we felt ourselves to be.
I never quite managed to come up with
a suitable potential mate, until it was all
too late!
Stage 10: Sagittarius 1 – Hermit
Stage 11: Capricorn1 – Wheel of life
Stage 12: Aquarius1 – Justice
The socialisation drugs are sedatives,
prozac, valium, oxycontin, and TV.

Ecological niche: monothiestic – hiveAuthenticator IX
structures
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Ley Lines for Fun and Profit:
The Walker

WĂƌƚϱ͘>ĞǇůŝŶĞĨŽůŬůŽƌĞ
ƌŽƵŶĚϮϬϬϯ͕WĂƵůĞǀĞƌĞƵǆǁĂƐŝŶƚĞƌǀŝĞǁĞĚ
about ley lines and declared: "They’re not
there! They don’t exist — it’s a mirage." This
ǁĂƐ ƐƵƌƉƌŝƐŝŶŐ͕ ƐŝŶĐĞ ĞǀĞƌĞƵǆ ŚĂĚ ǁƌŝƚƚĞŶ
ƐĞǀĞƌĂů ŵĂũŽƌ ďŽŽŬƐ ŽŶ ƚŚĞ ƚŽƉŝĐ ĂŶĚ ŚĂĚ
ĞĚŝƚĞĚ ƚŚĞ >ĞǇ ,ƵŶƚĞƌ ŵĂŐĂǌŝŶĞ ĨŽƌ ƚǁĞŶƚǇ
ǇĞĂƌƐ͘
dŚĂƚ ǇĞĂƌ ĞǀĞƌĞƵǆ ƉƵďůŝƐŚĞĚ ^Ɖŝƌŝƚ ZŽĂĚƐ͘
dŚŝƐďŽŽŬŵŽǀĞĚďĞǇŽŶĚůĞǇƐƚŽůŽŽŬĂƚŽƚŚĞƌ
ůĂŶĚƐĐĂƉĞ ůŝŶĞƐ͕ ƐƵĐŚ ĂƐ ĨĂŝƌǇ ƉĂƚŚƐ Žƌ ĐŽƌƉƐĞ
ǁĂǇƐ ;ƚŚĞ ƌŽƵƚĞƐ ƵƐĞĚ ƚŽ ƚƌĂŶƐƉŽƌƚ ĐŽĨĨŝŶƐ ƚŽ
ďƵƌŝĂůͿ͘ dŚĞ ďŽŽŬ ĂůƐŽ ĨĞĂƚƵƌĞĚ ƐŽŶŐůŝŶĞƐ͕ ĂƐ
ǁĞůů ĂƐ ƉƌŽƉŽƐŝŶŐ ƚŚĂƚ ŵĂŶǇ ŽĨ ƚŚĞƐĞ
ĂůŝŐŶŵĞŶƚƐ ǁĞƌĞ ŝŶƐƉŝƌĞĚ ďǇ ƐŚĂŵĂŶŝĐ ĨůŝŐŚƚ͘
dŚŝƐ ƚƵƌŶ ĂǁĂǇ ĨƌŽŵ ůĞǇ ůŝŶĞƐ ǁĂƐ͕ ŝŶ ƉĂƌƚ͕
ƉƌŽŵƉƚĞĚďǇƚŚĞůĂĐŬŽĨĐůĞĂƌƌĞƐƵůƚƐĨƌŽŵƚŚĞ
ƌĂŐŽŶ WƌŽũĞĐƚ͕ Ă ůŽŶŐͲƌƵŶŶŝŶŐ ŝŶŝƚŝĂƚŝǀĞ ƚŚĂƚ
ŚĂĚĐŽŵďŝŶĞĚƐĐŝĞŶƚŝĨŝĐĂŶĚĚŽǁƐŝŶŐƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ͘
ĞĐĂĚĞƐ ŽĨ ƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ ƉƌŽŵƉƚĞĚ ďǇ ůĨƌĞĚ
Watkin’s ĚŝƐĐŽǀĞƌǇŽĨůĞǇůŝŶĞƐĨĂŝůĞĚƚŽƚƵƌŶƵƉ
ĂŶǇŵĞĂŶŝŶŐďĞǇŽŶĚĐŽŝŶĐŝĚĞŶĐĞ͘
zĞƚ ĚĞƐƉŝƚĞ ƚŚĞƐĞ ĞŶƚŚƵƐŝĂƐƚƐ ŐŝǀŝŶŐ ƵƉ͕ ůĞǇ
ůŝŶĞƐŚĂǀĞďĞĞŶĂďƐŽƌďĞĚŝŶƚŽƌŝƚŝƐŚĨŽůŬůŽƌĞ͘
WĞŽƉůĞ ĂƌĞ ŝŶƐƚŝŶĐƚŝǀĞůǇ ĚƌĂǁŶ ƚŽ ƚŚĞ ŝĚĞĂ ŽĨ
ĞŶĞƌŐǇ ĐƵƌƌĞŶƚƐ ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ ƚŚĞ ĞĂƌƚŚ ƚŚĂƚ ĂƌĞ
ŵĂƉƉĞĚŽƵƚďǇĂŶĐŝĞŶƚŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚƐ͘
This month, I’ve heard two accounts of ley
ůŝŶĞƐ͘dŚĞĨŝƌƐƚŽŶĞ͕ŝŶƌŽƵĐŚŶĚ͕ƌƵŶƐƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ
Ă ǁĂƌ ŵĞŵŽƌŝĂů ĂŶĚ Ă ŶĞǁƐĂŐĞŶƚ͘ DǇ ĨƌŝĞŶĚ
ƐĂŝĚ ƚŚĞ ŶĞǁƐĂŐĞŶƚ ǁĂƐ ƌĞŶŽǁŶĞĚ ĨŽƌ ďĞŝŶŐ
ůƵĐŬǇ͕ĂŶĚƐŚĞŚĂĚďŽƵŐŚƚĂƐĐƌĂƚĐŚͲĐĂƌĚƚŚĞƌĞ͕
ǁŝŶŶŝŶŐάϮϱ͘
dŚĞ ƐĞĐŽŶĚ ƉĞƌƐŽŶ ƐĂŝĚ ƚŚĂƚ ƐŚĞ ŬŶĞǁ ůĞǇ
ůŝŶĞƐǁĞƌĞƌĞůĂƚĞĚƚŽƵŶĚĞƌŐƌŽƵŶĚǁĂƚĞƌ͕ĂŶĚ
>ŽŶĚŽŶ ǁĂƐ ĐƌŝƐƐͲĐƌŽƐƐĞĚ ǁŝƚŚ ƚŚĞŵ ďĞĐĂƵƐĞ
ƐŽŵĂŶǇƌŝǀĞƌƐŚĂĚďĞĞŶĐŽǀĞƌĞĚŽǀĞƌ͘^ŚĞŚĂĚ
ůŝǀĞĚŝŶƌŝǆƚŽŶĂŶĚŚĂĚŚĞĂƌĚƚŚĂƚƚŚĞƌŝǆƚŽŶ
ZŝŽƚƐƐƚĂƌƚĞĚĂƚƐƵĐŚĂƉŽŝŶƚŽĨƚƌĂƉƉĞĚĞŶĞƌŐǇ͘
dŚŝƐ ŝĚĞĂ ŽĨ ŶĞŐĂƚŝǀĞ ĞŶĞƌŐŝĞƐ Žƌ ůĞǇ ůŝŶĞƐ
ŽĐĐƵƌƐŽĨƚĞŶ͘^ƵĐŚĂůŝŐŶŵĞŶƚƐĂƌĞƐƵƉƉŽƐĞĚƚŽ
ĐĂƵƐĞŝůůŶĞƐƐĂŶĚŚĂǀĞĞǀĞŶďĞĞŶůŝŶŬĞĚƚŽƐŝĐŬ
ďƵŝůĚŝŶŐƐǇŶĚƌŽŵĞ͘KŶĞĚŽǁƐĞƌŝŶƚĞƌǀŝĞǁĞĚŝŶ
ƚŚĞ 'ƵĂƌĚŝĂŶ ƐĂŝĚ ƚŚĂƚ Η/Ĩ ůĞǇ ůŝŶĞƐ ĂƌĞ
ŶĞŐĂƚŝǀĞŽƌΖďůĂĐŬΖůŝŶĞƐ͕ƚŚĞǇĚƌĂŝŶĂƉĞƌƐŽŶΖƐ
ĞŶĞƌŐǇ͕ůĞĂĚŝŶŐƚŽŝůůŶĞƐƐ͘Η
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dŚĞ ŽŶůǇ ƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ / ĐŽƵůĚ ĨŝŶĚ ĨŽƌ Ă
ĐŽŶŶĞĐƚŝŽŶ ďĞƚǁĞĞŶ ůĞǇ ůŝŶĞƐ ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞ ϭϵϴϭ
ƌŝǆƚŽŶƌŝŽƚƐƚƵƌŶƐ ƵƉŝŶĂϮϬϬϯĂŶƚŚƌŽƉŽůŽŐǇ
WŚ ƚŚĞƐŝƐ͕ ǁŚĞƌĞ ĂŶ ŝŶƚĞƌǀŝĞǁĞĞ ƐƉĞĐƵůĂƚĞƐ
ƚŚĂƚ ŽŶŐŽŝŶŐ ƌŝƚƵĂůƐ ŵŝŐŚƚ ŚĂǀĞ ƵŶůĞĂƐŚĞĚ
ƐŽŵĞŽĨƚŚĞarea’sĞŶĞƌŐǇ͘
dŚĞƌĞ ŝƐ Ă ƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶƚ ĂŵŽƵŶƚ ŽĨ ŵŽĚĞƌŶ
ĨŽůŬůŽƌĞ ƚŚĂƚ ŐŽĞƐ ƵŶƌĞĐŽƌĚĞĚ͕ ŝŐŶŽƌĞĚ ďǇ
ĞǆƉĞƌƚƐĂŶĚƚĂŬĞŶĨŽƌŐƌĂŶƚĞĚďǇƉĞŽƉůĞǁŚŽ
ďĞůŝĞǀĞŝƚ͘This is a long way from Watkin’s ŝĚĞĂ
ŽĨ ŶĂǀŝŐĂƚŝŽŶĂů ƉĂƚŚƐ͕ ĂŶĚ ĂĐƚƵĂůůǇ ŽǁĞƐ Ă
ŐƌĞĂƚĚĞĂůƚŽƚŚĞŶŽǀĞůƐŽĨŝŽŶ&ŽƌƚƵŶĞ͘
DǇ ĨĂǀŽƵƌŝƚĞ ůĞǇ ůŝŶĞ ƐƚŽƌǇ ŝƐ ĂďŽƵƚ ƚŚĞ Ϯϯ
ůŝŶĞ͕ǁŚŝĐŚǁĂƐƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚĞĚďǇĞŶ'ƌĂŚĂŵ͘
number of ley lines meet at Brighton’s Victoria
&ŽƵŶƚĂŝŶĂŶĚŽŶĞŽĨƚŚĞƐĞƚƌĂǀĞůƐEŽƌƚŚĂůŽŶŐ
ƚŚĞ ůŝŶĞ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ Ϯϯ͕ ǁŚŝĐŚ ŽƌŝŐŝŶĂƚĞĚ ĂƐ Ă
ZŽŵĂŶ ZŽĂĚ͘ dŚĞ Ϯϯ ĞǀĞŶƚƵĂůůǇ ďĞĐŽŵĞƐ
<ĞŶŶŝŶŐƚŽŶZŽĂĚ͕ƉĂƐƐŝŶŐŶĞĂƌƚŚĞĐŚŝůĚŚŽŽĚ
ŚŽŵĞ ŽĨ ƵƐƚŝŶ KƐŵĂŶ ^ƉĂƌĞ͕ ĂŶĚ ĐŽŵŝŶŐ
close to William Blake’s home. dŚĞϮϯůŝŶĞůŝŶŬƐ
ƚŚĞŵǇƐƚŝĐĂůĞŶĞƌŐŝĞƐŽĨ>ŽŶĚŽŶĂŶĚƌŝŐŚƚŽŶ͕
ĞĂƌƚŚŝŶŐƚŚĞŵŽŶƚŚĞƌŝŐŚƚŽŶĐŽĂƐƚ͘
'ƌĂŚĂŵ ĂůƐŽ ĨŽƵŶĚ ƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƐ ƚŽ ƚŚĞ ^ƚ
Anne’s Well ley line, which was adopted by the
ůŽĐĂů ĐŽƵŶĐŝů͘  dŚŝƐ ƌƵŶƐ ƵƉ ǇŬĞ ZŽĂĚ ƚŽ ^ƚ
EŝĐŚŽůĂƐΖŚƵƌĐŚ͕ǁŚĞƌĞƚŚĞƐƚŽŶĞĐŝƌĐůĞŽŶĐĞ
ƐƚŽŽĚ͕ ĂŶĚ ŽŶ ƚŽ ^ƚ ŶŶΖƐ tĞůů͕ ƐĂŝĚ ƚŽ ďĞ Ă
ƉŽǁĞƌĨƵůƉŽƌƚĂůƚŽƚŚĞŽƚŚĞƌǁŽƌůĚ͘dŚŝƐůŝŶĞŝƐ
ƐĂŝĚƚŽŚĞĂĚĨƵƌƚŚĞƌtĞƐƚ͕ǁŚĞƌĞŝƚĐŽŶŶĞĐƚƐƚŽ
ƚŚĞ^ƚDŝĐŚĂĞů>ŝŶĞ͘
KŶĞ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ŵŽƐƚ ŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚŝŶŐ ƚŚŝŶŐƐ ĂďŽƵƚ
ĞǆƉůŽƌŝŶŐ ůĞǇ ůŝŶĞƐ ŝƐ ŚŽǁ ƐƚƌŽŶŐůǇ ƉĞŽƉůĞ
ďĞůŝĞǀĞ ŝŶ ƚŚĞŵ͕ ĞǀĞŶ ĂĨƚĞƌ ĞǆƉĞƌƚƐ ŚĂǀĞ
ĂďĂŶĚŽŶĞĚ ƚŚĞŵ͘ dŚĂƚ ĂůŽŶĞ ŵĂŬĞƐ ƚŚĞŵ
ǁŽƌƚŚĞǆƉůŽƌŝŶŐĨƵƌƚŚĞƌ͘

ͲI’ve set up a Google doc to collect interesting
ĂŶĚƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶƚƐŝƚĞƐŝŶ>ŝǀĞƌƉŽŽůƚŽĞǆƉůŽƌĞĨŽƌ
ĂůŝŐŶŵĞŶƚƐ͘ WůĞĂƐĞ ĂĚĚ ĂŶǇƚŚŝŶŐ ŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚŝŶŐ
ŚĞƌĞĂƚŚƚƚƉƐ͗ͬͬƚŝŶǇƵƌů͘ĐŽŵͬůŝǀĞƌƉŽŽůͲůĞǇ
Ͳ :ƵŶĞ ϯϬƚŚ ŝƐ ƚŚĞ ϭϬϬƚŚ ĂŶŶŝǀĞƌƐĂƌǇ ŽĨ ůĨƌĞĚ
tatkin’s original vision of ley lines. This is
ďĞŝŶŐŵĂƌŬĞĚďǇƚŚĞƌŝƚŝƐŚWŝůŐƌŝŵĂŐĞ^ŽĐŝĞƚǇ͕
ǁŚŽ ĂƌĞ ŽƌŐĂŶŝƐŝŶŐ Ă ƚǁŽ ĚĂǇ ǁĂůŬ ĂůŽŶŐ ƚŚĞ
ZŝǀĞƌŽƌĞ͘
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The Frozen Pool
David Greygoose

Every day she swam in the pool.
The pool was warm and peaceful and she sang a
sweet song as she dived through the water in her
long green dress. She sang to the tiny fish who lived
there, while high up above, the birds all sang too.
One day she swam so deep, she did not notice that
winter had come. Frost turned the dark fields white
and ice froze over the pool.
When she swam to the top, the girl saw she was
trapped. She tapped on the ice, but it did not break.
She did not mind, it looked cold in the fields and so
she turned round and dived back down to the bottom
of the pool.
Her green dress turned white as the frost on the fields,
but she still swam and sang until one day she saw a boy
looking down through the ice. He waved to her and she
waved to him. She sang to him, the song she always sang –
and he tried to speak, but she couldn’t really hear what he
was saying.
He went away, but came back the next day. She always sang
to him and he always talked to her, but the ice still did not
break.
Winter ended and the boy came one day to tell her he had
to go far away to work on his father’s fields. The girl waved
goodbye and swam round and round and she sang and she
sang and talked to the fish who lived in the pool.
Spring came then and summer too. The autumn leaves fell
and a chill wind blew. Frost spread across the fields and the
girl was trapped in the pool again, swimming beneath the
ice.
The boy came once more to talk to her and she sang to him
as she had before. They gazed at each other through the ice,
though the cold snow fell and icicles clung to the branches.
In the spring he left again to work on his father’s fields. But
every winter he returned and he always came to see the girl
swimming in the pool.
As the years went by, the boy grew older. He became a man.
His father died and he took over working the farm, though
it was far away.
But on winter days he always came back to talk with the girl
in the pool. She was always pleased to see him, though she
had grown no older. And she always sang the same song.
Some days he tried to break the ice to set the young girl free.
But though he was grown a man now, the ice would never

break and the girl just waved and swam round and round
and sang and sang and sang.
The man grew old and older still. He was too old to work the
farm. He sat by the pool all winter long and listened to the
young girl’s song. Spring came then but he did not leave as
he had before. He had no need to go far away for now his
work was done.
A warm wind blew and showers fell. Flowers bloomed all
around. The girl’s voice grew louder as she sang and the ice
melted slowly in the sun.
The old farmer watched as the young girl stepped from the
pool, but then he turned away.
“I have waited so long for this day,” he said, “but now you
will not look at me for you are still young and I have grown
old.”
But the girl took his hand and as she did, her long white
dress of winter shone green again in the sun.
“I do not care if you are old or young. We have both waited
for this day so long!”
She kissed him then, and as the birds sang, the old man
became a boy again. He was as young as he had been when
he first crossed the fields and saw the face of the girl beneath
the ice and heard her singing in the pool.
Now spring had come at last. Catkins hung from the
branches as lambs chased all around. And the boy joined in
with the young girl’s song as they walked through the fields
hand-in-hand.

The Bodger is Missing
To Womb It May Concern,
I am, again, reduced to a quivering mass. The ante diem
decimum Kalendas arrived. The Bodge did not. I searched
high and low and threatened to harangue a Postal Worker
most energetically. Until the moment I was reminded I have
no Subscription to the Bodge. I am a Freeloader. A looter
of the culture and labours of others. In short: I am a that
which I have railed most heartily against: The Ruling Class.
Scales hath fallen from mine eyes. I have stared into
the Abyss too long and have come forth teratogenic and
foaming. Wielding the Bodgers Lathe upon the works of
mine Fellow Creatures. The free copies of the Bodge that
had graced mine eyes have ceased. Like a digital lotus, an
opiate, vanished. Mine apoplectic spleen is stopped and
steeped and dry. I am, again, bereft. It seems the Editorial
Committee in all Papal Glory hath determined to deprive
me of me Bodger.
I had thought that the revelation of the Roots
of Bodging in Mythological Antiquity would
stir the loins of those whose words
and images have been gracing the
Bodger (see #1, #2#, #3) and
I looked for’ard, in mine own
private way, to the arrival of the
New Bodge (cf. #4: Missing
in action). Until now I had not
realised – mea culpa, mea
culpa, mea maxima tulpa – that
I have grown almost fond of the
horrific mangling of the true and
secret techniques of the Bodger.
It has taken a missing delivery to
acquaint me with mine own ridiculous
dependence. The Bodger is missing.
I have included this, Thee True And Honest
Manfesto Of Thee Bodger and ask for those that read to
ask their self - in a quiet moment, their true self – Art Thou
Thee Bodger? And to ponder this truth most profound: you
will never miss your Bodger until your Bodger is absent. It is
a truth, most profound, that the Bodge, for all the Editorial
Crimes foisted upon me, is an organ of mighty truth.
Therefore, for the edification, instruction and improvement
of all who might Bodge.
This Is Thee True And Honest Manifesto Of Thee Antient
Bodger.

In Diatribes numbering a score and trinity.
(Once Lost Upon Thee Number 82 Omnibus: now found).
To be Proclaimed by thee delegated Orator of Pappessa
Johannes XXIII at the moment of thee Solstice.
Loudly, punctuated with Womanly belches that rattle
casements and the bodged legs of twenty three chairs.
I. Bring me Clouds of Unknowing that I might shake mine
fist at them.
II. Bring Spindles of Necessity that I might bodge.
III. Bring Rainbow Bridges that I might burn them.
IV. Bring Bough of Yggdrasil that I might bodge.
V. Bring thee Sleep of Reason that I might come forth.
VI. Bring Branches Sephirotic that I might bodge.
VII. Bring me Motley of Spleen that I might excoriate.
VIII. Bring Thy Family Tree that I might bodge.
IX. Bring me Night Soil that I might fling freely.
X. Bring Oraclular Dryads that I might bodge.
XI. Edit twice, print once.
XII. Bring this which is above to where that is
below.
XIII. Coerced inept nitwit
XIV. Grisly lunar cardboard: a tomb
thighed git.
XV. Bring me Nightlight Solecism
that I might float freely.
XVI. Terrifyingly bath me: a tomb
thighed git.
XVII. Bring me Motley of Splotch
that I might excoriate.
XVIII.
Shorter,
scabbier,
pinching: a tomb thighed git.
XIX. Bring thee Sleuth of Rebound
that I might come forth.
XX. Broguish flying boggard: a tomb
thighed git.
XXI. Bring Rake Brigs that I might bursary
them.
XXII. Flirty pidgin’s obsceneness: a tomb thighed git.
XXIII. Bring me Clues of Unknowing that I might shame
minicab fiver at them.
Seek Thou Thee Bodge.
Signed here & c.,
this day 4 Palotin 148
Feast of Saint Susan Calvin,
Robopsychologist extraordinaire.
by mine hand:- sur Hubert Huzzah (postmortuarist)
yrs & c.
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All hail the beast
Kermit Leveridge

You Don’t have to lose your Glamour to live a life that’s sustainable.
Saving the planet yeah it’s fashionable but is it definitely attainable.?
SO I DID A BIT of research read up on loads of facts
couldn’t believe what I was seeing now let me run you through some stats.
Fashion is one of the top polluters second only to oil.
The by-products of the dye they use sometimes seep into the soil
1.3 trillion gallons of water used to process all the dye.
that equates to 200 gallons for ONE ton of fabric – NO WORD OF A LIE.
The textiles industry is worth a mind boggling 2.4 trillion.
Each year the amount of trees cut down exceed 120 MILLION.
The high cost of fast fashion exacts a terrible price.
The environmental impact on the air and the destruction of wildlife.
20% of the world’s water poisoned by the fashion beast.
We need to all speak up or this bullshit just won’t cease.
One T-Shirt dyed requires 18 litres of water.
And the time between new collections seems to be getting so much shorter.
170 thousand litres to grow ONE kilo of wool.
Still your walking round T.K.MAX with your both arms full.
Ten thousand litres of water to make ONE pair of jeans.
When they put them in the shops they pack them in like their sardines.
Washed polyester sheds microfibers that don’t Bio-Degrade.
Go from your washer to the sea then through the whole food chain.
Four metric gigatonnes of nasty Co2.
Pumped into the air so you can buy some pretty shoes.
30 Billion pounds worth of unworn clothes.
Left hanging in the wardrobes of millions of homes.
And when you’ve Finished shifting through the racks and queing up at the till.
60% of things bought in a year ends up in a LAND FILL.
So buy a little less or just buy a little smarter.
YAY!!! you got your reusable bag but you gotta try much harder.
To make a big difference doesn’t take many changes.
Buy just what u need. Instead of following the latest crazies.
We really need to cut right down on all our Emmisions.
Cut our carbon footprint stop being so trend driven.
Every second of every day a lorry dumps some more textiles.
Slowly clogging up the planet so we can all go out in style.
Don’t let the constant pressure to look good affect your decisions.
The way we buy and treat our ‘Clobber’ needs some serious revision.
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